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Controlled steering of Cherenkov surface plasmon
wakes with a one-dimensional metamaterial
Patrice Genevet1,2*†, Daniel Wintz1†, Antonio Ambrosio1,3†, Alan She1, Romain Blanchard1,4
and Federico Capasso1,4*
In the Cherenkov effect a charged particle moving with a velocity faster than the phase velocity of light in the medium
radiates light that forms a cone with a half angle determined by the ratio of the two speeds. Here, we show that by
creating a running wave of polarization along a one-dimensional metallic nanostructure consisting of subwavelengthspaced rotated apertures that propagates faster than the surface plasmon polariton phase velocity, we can generate
surface plasmon wakes, a two-dimensional analogue of Cherenkov radiation. The running wave of polarization travels with
a speed determined by the angle of incidence and the photon spin angular momentum of the incident radiation. By
changing either one of these properties we demonstrate controlled steering of the Cherenkov surface plasmon wakes.

A

s an accomplished sailor, Lord Kelvin was fascinated by the
marvelous yet complex wave patterns generated behind his
boat on the water’s surface. He realized that his boat was
always ahead of the waves that it creates1, generating a wave
pattern of two lines that form the arms of a V, with the boat
giving rise to the wake at the apex. In shallow water, the angle γ
between the boat trajectory and the wake is given by the relation
sin γ = c/U, where c is the speed of the surface wave and U is the
speed of the boat. In fact, this is a general wave phenomenon—
wakes are formed each time a perturbation travels faster than the
phase velocity of the waves it creates, accounting for phenomena
as diverse as sonic booms and Cherenkov radiation. The latter
occurs when a charged particle (such as an electron) moves at a velocity faster than the phase velocity of light in that medium.
Microscopically, the moving charge induces a trail of polarization
by interacting with polarizable dipoles in the medium. On returning
to equilibrium, the induced dipoles re-radiate immediately after the
electron has passed the interaction zone2. (Note that the particle
itself is not radiating, and only the response of the medium produces
the secondary waves forming the Cherenkov radiation.)
Combining Cherenkov physics with the concept of artiﬁcial
optical materials, Veselago predicted that the wake of the
Cherenkov radiation would be directed backwards relative to the
motion of the charged particles in negative-index materials3. This
effect has been demonstrated experimentally with microwaves and
promises the development of Cherenkov counters with higher efﬁciency4,5, as well as novel high-power electric devices with miniaturization and higher efﬁciency6. In ref. 5, the authors show that a
moving charged particle can be accurately modelled by a phased
dipole array consisting of an inﬁnite number of dipoles situated
along the trajectory of the moving charge. More precisely, they
demonstrate that the current density of a moving charge is very
similar to the current density of a phased dipole array. Indeed, the
only noticeable difference is that the charged particle emits a spectrum of frequencies. Other unusual Cherenkov emissions related to
the Smith–Purcell effect have been reported for charged particles propagating in or near periodic media7,8 such as photonic crystals9 and

other types of periodic inhomogeneous or anisotropic media10–14.
Here, we show that a one-dimensional array of nanostructures can
excite and steer surface plasmon wakes via a mechanism analogous
to Cherenkov radiation.

A long slit as the introductory case
Consider a light beam polarized perpendicular to a slit etched in a thin
metal ﬁlm and incident at an angle θ. As analysed by Lee and
colleagues15, this beam will induce a polarization along the slit. If
θ = 0° and the slit is long compared to λSPP, the slit will radiate
surface plasmon polariton (SPP) plane waves that propagate with a
wavevector normal to the slit. However, if the light is polarized
perpendicular to the plane of incidence (S-polarized) and impinges
obliquely at an angle θ (Fig. 1a), the light creates a running wave of
polarization (RWP) with an amplitude that varies sinusoidally along
the slit with a wavelength λRWP = (λ0/sin θ), as indicated in Fig. 1b,
where λ0 is the free-space wavelength. The phase velocity of the
RWP is cRWP = (λRWP/2π)ω0 = c/sin θ where c is the speed of light
in vacuum and ω0 is the frequency. Note that at normal incidence
(θ = 0°), cRWP is inﬁnite and all the dipoles are excited together in
phase. An example of the electric ﬁeld component normal to the
slit in the vicinity of the surface calculated by ﬁnite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) simulation is shown in Fig. 1c.
The RWP can be understood as a series of dipoles oriented normal
to the slit axis, distributed along the slit with a phase proﬁle given by
ϕ(x) = (2π/λ0)xsin θ, which propagates along x at a velocity cRWP. As
can be seen in Fig. 1c, the RWP excites SPPs, which constructively
interfere along the dashed lines, creating wakes deﬁned by the
angle γ. The angle of the wakes can be derived by imposing the condition that the propagation phase shift ((2π/λ0)sin θ Δx0) between two
light rays of the incident wavefront at an angle θ, impinging on the
surface at points separated by a distance Δx0 , is exactly compensated
by the phase shift ((2π/λSPP)sin γ Δx0) between SPP wakes propagating
out of those points. This yields
sin γ =

cSPP sin θ
=
cRWP neff

(1)
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Figure 1 | Excitation of Cherenkov surface plasmon wakes with a running
wave of polarization. a,b, Light impinging on a slit in a metal ﬁlm at
oblique incidence θ with free-space wavelength λ0 generates a RWP of
wavelength λRWP = (λ0/sin θ), which propagates with a phase velocity
cRWP = (c/sin θ) > cSPP , where c is the phase velocity of light in free space
and cSPP is the SPP phase velocity. The red dashed line denotes an extra
path length of one free-space wavelength, such that the light incident at the
black dots has the same phase. c, FDTD simulation showing the real part of
the electric ﬁeld normal (z axis) to the slit (x axis) 5 nm above the surface.
The slit (3 μm long and 50 nm wide) is excited at visible wavelength
(610 nm) by a beam incident at θ = 30°. The superimposed circles are the
Huygens’ representation of the surface waves centred at selected dipoles.
It shows the RWP that generates the SPPs, which interfere to form wakes at
an angle γ that follows the Cherenkov equation, sin γ = (cSPP/cRWP). Inset:
zoomed-in view of the slit.

where neff = (λ0/λSPP) = [(εairεmetal )/(εair + εmetal )]1/2 is the effective
index of the SPP mode on a metal/air interface. Note that neff
always exceeds unity and the SPP dispersion curve is below the lightline. The condition for generating SPP wakes, cRWP = (c/sin θ) > cSPP,
is thus satisﬁed for any θ.
We experimentally analysed the angle of surface plasmon wakes
from a slit as a function of the angle of incidence with a near-ﬁeld
scanning optical microscope (NSOM) (Supplementary Fig. 3). To
access not only the intensity, but also the phase proﬁle of SPPs propagating on the metal ﬁlm, we used a ∼50-nm-thick gold ﬁlm, template stripped16 from a silicon wafer. The ﬁlm thickness allows a
fraction of the incident free-space light to be transmitted through
the ﬁlm and interfere with the SPPs propagating along the gold/
air interface. The light intensity collected at each point of the
NSOM scan is the interference of the electric ﬁeld of the incident
light and the SPP ﬁeld generated by the slit. An example of the
resulting interference is presented in Fig. 2a. From this interference
pattern we can extract the angle of propagation γ of the SPP wakes.
Although the wakes are generated at an angle γ given by equation (1),
the fringes are parallel to the slit due to the interference of the SPP
wake and the obliquely incident beam that is transmitted through
the thin gold ﬁlm (Supplementary Sections 1 and 3). Through geometric analysis, we derive the angle of the SPP wake from the period
of the intensity modulation, Δy = λ0/(neffcos γ). Combining this
expression with equation (1), we obtain the separation of the fringes
as a function of the angle of incidence:
λ0
Δy = 
2
neff − (sin θ)2
2

(2)

Figure 2 | Near-ﬁeld scanning optical microscopy data for surface plasmon
wakes created along a long slit etched in a metal ﬁlm. a, Threedimensional rendering of an experimental near-ﬁeld scanning optical image
of the interference pattern of surface plasmon wakes propagating and a
beam incident at an angle of θ = 23°. γ is the angle of wake propagation with
respect to the slit axis. The fringes result from the interference pattern of
the surface plasmons and the incident light that is transmitted through the
thin gold ﬁlm. The fringes are parallel to the slit but the surface plasmons
propagate at an angle relative to the slit (Supplementary Fig. 1). White
arrows indicate the wavevector of the surface plasmon wakes, and the grey
dashed lines denote the wavefront. Inset: spatial Fourier transform of main
image which is used to calculate the period of the interference pattern.
b, Evolution of the period of the interference pattern as a function of θ.
The solid line is the expected theoretical value from equation (2); its
minimum corresponds to the surface plasmon wavelength, λSPP = (λ0/neff).
Inset: measured interference patterns for different angles θ. The blue line in
the inset represents the position of the slit for all three images. The distance
between the white dashed line and the slit in each image corrreponds to
7Δy, providing a visualization of the change in fringe separation with angle
of incidence. Error bars in Δy are computed as the FWHM of the peaks in
the Fourier transform in the inset of a.

The solid line in Fig. 2b represents the calculated Δy expressed in
terms of θ using equation (2). To extract the experimental value of
Δy, we compute the spatial Fourier transform of the NSOM
scans (Fig. 2a, inset) and compare the results with the expression
above (Fig. 2b).

1D metamaterial gives a controllable phase term
Metasurfaces made of arrays of optical resonators (for example,
antennas) have been widely investigated17–21. In our experiment,
we use a one-dimensional metagrating made of elements
that introduce a linear phase shift along the trajectory of the
RWP. This extra phase shift Δϕ is imposed by fabricating
aperture antennas in a line, separated by a distance that is
small compared to λSPP. With these local phase shifts along
the trajectory of the RWP, we modify the radiation angle γ of
the SPP wakes. A plane wave incident on the surface at an
angle θ will excite SPPs in adjacent antennas, which will
constructively interfere at an angle γ given by the condition
that the phase shifts associated with optical paths of adjacent
antennas are equal. From Fig. 3a, one can see that this condition
can be written as
k0 sin θ Δx + Δf = kSPP sin γ Δx

(3)

The ﬁrst term in equation (3) represents the relative phase shift
due to the plane wave’s oblique incidence θ on two adjacent
apertures separated by Δx (≪λ0) (Fig. 3a). The term on the
right-hand side of the equation represents the phase shift
between the SPP waves emerging from the two antennas, and
Δϕ is the phase difference introduced by the one-dimensional
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Figure 3 | Creation of SPP wakes by a one-dimensional metamaterial and
scanning electron micrograph of the nanostructure. a,b, Schematic
representations of the creation of SPP wakes by a one-dimensional array of
aperture antennas (black bars) designed to generate a phase change with
constant phase gradient (Δϕ/Δx) in the emission of SPPs. The onedimensional phased array is excited by light incident on the surface at an
angle θ, creating a RWP denoted by the grey dashed arrow. In a, the SPP
propagation path length difference between adjacent antennas is shown in
green (corresponding to the right-hand side of equation (3)). Note that each
antenna period, denoted by Γ in b, creates its own wake (brown lines),
which arises from the constructive interference of the wavelets originating
from each antenna within the period. The angle of the wake, γ, depends on
the angle of incidence (equation (4)), where positive (negative) γ
corresponds to a wake wavevector propagating to the right (left). The
dashed black line in a corresponds to the zero intensity alleys separating the
wakes generated by adjacent periods. b, Angle γ can be controlled by
changing Δϕ, which is proportional to the spatial rotation rate of the
antennas (dα(x)/dx) = Δϕ/Δx) = (π/Γ). η is the rotation step and α is the
angle above the horizontal. c, Scanning electron micrograph of the
nanostructures used to generate the SPP wakes. The apertures are created
by focused ion beam milling.

phased array (Fig. 3a). Taking the limit Δx → 0 yields
the relation
sin γ =

sin θ
1 df
+
neff kSPP dx

(4)

Note that the wakes can be made to propagate either forwards
or backwards with respect to the RWP depending on the relative
magnitude of the terms on the right-hand side of equation (4).
By replacing the slit discussed above with the ensemble of rotating linear apertures of Fig. 3, we experimentally demonstrate the
ability to route the SPP wakes in different directions by introducing
local phase shifts. As has been discussed recently, there are different
ways to achieve local phase shifts22–24. Here, we use the geometric
phase shift (often called the Pancharatnam–Berry phase) imparted
to the SPPs by the interaction of elliptically or circularly polarized
light with anisotropic aperture antennas.
Consider normally incident light with linear polarization. Even if
the antennas are rotated sequentially, all of the apertures are excited
in phase (with different amplitudes that depend on the projection of

−π

3 μm

Figure 4 | Analytical model treating the rotated nanoslits as a phased
dipole array, including interference between the SPP wakes and the
incident beam. a, Light incident on an aperture excites SPPs, and some light
transmits through the thin gold ﬁlm. b,c, Calculated intensity (b) and phase
distribution (c) of SPPs generated by a phased array (rotated apertures) with
Γ = 1.5 μm excited by right circularly polarized light. The imparted phase from
the rotation of the apertures varies from 0 to π along each period, creating
alleys of high intensity separated by lines of zero intensity. Simpler geometries
are presented in Supplementary Figs 4 and 5. d, Simulated interference
pattern between the SPPs and the transmitted beam for normal incidence.
The white dashed line represents the alley where the SPP electric ﬁeld is zero,
and the intensity is that of the transmitted beam. These lines are parallel to
the direction of propagation of the wakes. A comparison of the analytical
model and an FDTD computation is presented in Supplementary Fig. 7.

the polarization onto the axis normal to the aperture). This scenario
does not allow us to introduce a local phase shift from the rotation of
the apertures. On the other hand, circularly or elliptically polarized
light has a phase delay between the x and y components and this
phase delay introduces a dephasing in the excitation of the rotated
apertures. Under this illumination condition, coupling to SPPs at a
nanoslit depends on the electric ﬁeld component perpendicular to
the nanoslit (Ex · n̂ + Ey · n̂, where n̂ is the unit vector perpendicular
to the nanoslit). For circularly polarized light, this ﬁeld projection is
constant in amplitude with respect to the orientation of the nanoslit;
however, its phase depends linearly on the nanoslit rotation angle.
Therefore, by simply rotating each nanoslit, one by one with
respect to the others, a progressive phase delay in SPP emission
can be imposed (Supplementary Figs 2 and 8 and Supplementary
Section 2.2). This phase shift combines with the phase shift associated with the angle of incidence to modify the emission angle of the
SPP wakes22,23. Because of both their local orientation (Fig. 3b) and
the spin angular momentum associated with circular polarization,
the phase shift varies with the rotation angle as
df
π
(5)
= σ±
Γ
dx
where σ± = ±1 is the photon’s spin, corresponding to right and left
circular polarization, respectively. Thus, according to equations (4)
and (5), the angle of the wakes becomes photon spin-dependent,
with an extra phase shift Δϕ that can be added or subtracted from
the phase shift due to the obliquely incident light. For light impinging at normal incidence, the angle γ of the wakes, which was 0° for
the slit, becomes non-zero and switches sign by reversing the spin
angular momentum of the light.
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Figure 5 | Experimental set-up, near-ﬁeld scanning optical microscopy images for the one-dimensional metamaterial and comparison to analytical model.
a, Schematic of the NSOM set-up. A circularly polarized beam is incident at different angles onto the sample. The NSOM signal measured is the interference
between the surface plasmons and the transmitted laser light. P, QWP and TF denote the polarizer, quarter waveplate and NSOM tuning fork, respectively.
b,d, Calculated (b) and measured (d) results using the experimental set-up in a, with angle of incidence θ = –18° (sign denotes anticlockwise, as in a).
c,e, Insets of b and d at the location given by the two white rectangles.

Analytical model treating each nanoslit as a dipole
The expected SPP intensity distribution far from each antenna can
be calculated by using the model discussed above, which approximates the line of apertures by a series of phased dipoles with
varying orientation, as given by equation (5). Every antenna on
the line can be modelled by a single, in-plane dipole oriented
normal to the aperture (Supplementary Section 2). Notice that,
for a given observation point on the surface, while the amplitude
of the SPP from each antenna depends on the antenna orientation,
the SPP wakes result from the coherent sum of the SPPs excited by
each nanoslit. Using this dipolar model, we calculated the SPP ﬁelds
emitted by a linear array of ten periods of apertures rotating at a rate
Ω = (π/1.5 μm). These are assumed to be excited by a focused
Gaussian beam impinging onto the apertures at normal incidence,
that is, with a ﬂat wavefront (Fig. 4a). Under this condition, the
coupling efﬁciency of light to surface wakes is rather low. Around
13% of the incident optical power is coupled at the metallic
surface. The efﬁciency of this launching mechanism can be signiﬁcantly increased by using a plasmonic resonance, or by changing the
incident light beam waist to concentrate more of the power onto the
nanoslits (Supplementary Figs 9 and 10).
The results of the calculation in Fig. 4 show that the arrangement of
antennas generates SPP wakes that feature parallel alleys of vanishing
intensity (dashed line in Fig. 3a). This effect is due to the phase shift
introduced by each period, which according to equation (5) varies
only from 0 to π. This range occurs because linear antennas oriented
at α and α + π are equivalent, as can be seen from Fig. 3a. Thus, each
period generates an independent plasmon wavefront, tilted as
described by equation (4) and π-phase shifted with respect to the wavefronts generated by the two adjacent periods (Fig. 3a). Furthermore,
due to destructive interference, zero-intensity alleys are created in
the direction normal to the wavefronts. These lines (Fig. 4b) correspond to the low-intensity parallel alleys in Fig. 4d, where the residual
intensity is that of the transmitted beam. At normal incidence, the
wavefront is spatially homogeneous in the x–y plane, so interference
with the SPPs produces an intensity distribution where the
maximum intensity lines within each alley match the SPP wavefronts.
Using the dipolar model we calculated the expected intensity and
phase distribution of the surface plasmons (Fig. 4b,c, respectively).
4

To verify the generation of wakes as predicted by equation (4), we
excited the apertures at an angle. To do so, we modiﬁed the NSOM
set-up to excite the apertures with a circularly polarized focused
Gaussian beam at oblique incidence, as shown in Fig. 5a. An
example of the experimental NSOM images (Fig. 5d,e) obtained
using σ + polarization and comparison with the dipolar model
(Fig. 5b,c) are also presented. Interestingly, because the incident
beam that interferes with the plasmon ﬁeld is not impinging at
normal incidence, the lines of maximum intensity within each
alley are not normal to the propagation direction of the SPP
wakes. To accurately measure the angle of the plasmon wakes, we
rely on the orientation of the minimum intensity lines, which are
parallel to the alleys and wavevectors (Fig. 5). We obtained images
for different angles of incidence θ and spin angular momentum of
light, extracted the γ angles and compared our results with the
theoretically expected angles given by equation (4). The measurements are in excellent agreement with the calculated images and
the theoretical expected angles (Fig. 6). By exciting the apertures
with light with spin angular momentum, we achieved directional
launching of SPPs. Unidirectional on-axis emission25 (corresponding to γ = 90°), could also be possible whenever the phase velocity
of the RWP along the line matches the phase velocity of SPPs.
Interestingly, we also note that an analogue to reversed Cherenkov
radiation, previously observed in negative-index metamaterials14,
can be observed in our device simply by switching the spin of the
photon for small angles of incidence (Fig. 6b), as the SPP wakes
can be made to propagate in the forward or backward direction
relative to the incident light.

Conclusion
Expanding on the Cherenkov description for the case of a slit, where
the wake angle is determined by sin γ = (cSPP/cRWP), we derive a generalized phase velocity for the RWP of a one-dimensional phased
array metamaterial, where sin γ = cSPP/cRWP,gen. By substituting in
equation (4) and recalling that the phase gradient is given by
equation (5), we ﬁnd that
cRWP,gen =

c
sin θ ± (1/k0 ) (π / Γ)

(6)
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In our structures, analogous driven waves could be conﬁned along
a line and generated without coupling to a propagating SPP mode.
In this Article, we have demonstrated that a one-dimensional
metamaterial made of rotated nano-apertures etched in a metallic
ﬁlm can arbitrarily control the phase velocity of a RWP propagating
along the line formed by the apertures. The phase velocity of the
RWP exceeds the SPP phase velocity and results in the creation of
SPP wakes. We show that SPPs are excited and constructively interfere via a mechanism analogous to Cherenkov radiation, and we
demonstrate that the rotation of the antennas makes the wake direction dependent on spin angular momentum, meaning that the
direction of propagation of SPPs could in principle be reversed in
real time by rotating a quarter waveplate to change the incident
polarization from σ + to σ –. This demonstration of SPP wake generation and SPP steering can be further exploited to create new types
of plasmonic couplers, such as plasmonic holograms29 or directional
lenses30,31. Besides connecting this coupling mechanism with the
physics of the Cherenkov effect, our methodology could represent
a unique and practical way to test concepts associated with fast travelling perturbations. This work also brings the concepts of leaky
wave antennas, previously demonstrated in the millimetre and
microwave bands32, to optical frequencies. Leaky wave antennas
have found innovative applications in wavefront engineering, and
we expect that these ideas can be exploited to develop similarly
impactful applications at optical frequencies.
Received 8 December 2014; accepted 3 June 2015;
published online 6 July 2015
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Figure 6 | Near-ﬁeld scanning optical microscopy images on the steering
of surface plasmon wakes. a, Side-by-side comparison between NSOM
images for different angles of incidence and the calculated interference
patterns. The linear array of antenna apertures has a period Γ = 1.5 μm and
the incident beam is σ+ polarized. Dashed lines: minimum intensity regions
parallel to the alleys. Angles γ are obtained from the intersection of the
normal to the white dashed lines, as shown in green. b, Comparison
between σ + and σ– polarization showing that, for small angles, changing the
spin angular momentum of the light reverses the direction of the wakes. The
standard deviation of the γ angle measurements for all experimental images
is <2.8°.

From equation (6), we note that by decreasing the phase velocity of
the excitation, that is, by increasing the magnitude of the denominator, one could access an interesting new regime in which a propagating polarization wave, with dispersion given by ω = cRWP,genk,
exists along the line of apertures without creating any SPP wakes.
Such a subplasmonical regime is connected to the recent work by
Sun et al. and Qu et al., in which the authors studied the propagation of waves guided along gradient-index metasurfaces and
their re-radiation into free space26–28. They reported that twodimensional metasurfaces radiate into free space whenever the
moving charges have an effective velocity greater than the speed
of light. Below this limit, the waves are conﬁned at the interface.
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